
Defense: Reawakening the ‘Sleeping Beauties’ of Parisian Haute Couture 

 

Master Johanna Zanon will defend her dissertation for the grade of philosophiae doctor 

(Ph.D.) at the Institutt for Arkeologi, Konservering og Historie: The ‘Sleeping Beauties’ of 

Haute Couture: Jean Patou, Elsa Schiaparelli, Madeleine Vionnet. 

 

Time and place of the defense 

Friday 15 September 2017 at 12:30 in Ærne Nass’ Auditorium, Georg Morgenstiernes hus, 

Blindern. 

 

How can one revive a long dormant haute couture brand? And why do so? Revivals have been 

controversial within the fashion industry. Many have questioned the ability of revived brands 

to make a significant contribution to contemporary fashion. Fashion scholars have not found 

this recent past worthy of scrutiny either. Johanna Zanon has taken the contrasting view: she 

has showed that the revived brands are interesting in their own right. They have something to 

tell us about uses of the past in organizations. 

Zanon has explored the history of the ‘sleeping beauties’ of haute couture, that is, Parisian 

haute couture brands that, once world-renowned but long dormant, have been rediscovered 

and reintroduced as brands in the contemporary market. Specifically, Zanon has investigated 

the reactivation strategies of Jean Patou, Elsa Schiaparelli, and Madeleine Vionnet, both in 

terms of general and artistic management.  

Sleeping beauty entrepreneurs made the same assumption: history could give them a cultural 

asset as well as a competitive advantage. Zanon suggested that they engaged with history in a 

variety of different ways. They used history to tell compelling stories to their consumers and 

to legitimize management and strategic decisions. Designers used history to create a viable 

fashion identity. Yet, revival ventures were not equally successful. This could be explained by 

the entrepreneurs’ capacity to harness historical knowledge on their brand, while supporting it 

with creative storytelling.  

Her thesis opens up new perspectives on the immaterial value of storied brands.  

 

Time and place of the trial lecture 

Friday 15 September 2017 at 10:15 in Ærne Nass’ Auditorium, Georg Morgenstiernes hus, 

Blindern. 

“Luxury goods in economic and social theory.” 

 

Evaluation committee 

Professor Einar Lie (administrator) 



Professor Emanuela Scarpellini (first opponent) 

Associate professor Louise Wallenberg (second opponent) 

 

Head of the defense 

Instituttleder Tor Egil Førland 

 

Supervisor 

Véronique Pouillard, Universitet i Oslo 

 

Organizer 

Institutt for Arkeologi, Konservering og Historie v/Ragnar Holst Larsen 

 

 


